Mediterranean restaurants in Singapore
Singapore’s local cuisine is known as the Mediterranean food. Mediterranean cuisine is the food from
the countries which are surrounded by Mediterranean Sea. This cuisine is also split into a wide verity of
cultures, historical connection of the region and the climate and economic change by Sea, but lots of
food and ingredients are common.
There are thousands of Mediterranean restaurants available in Singapore which serves the verity of
Mediterranean cuisine cultural. Mediterranean restaurants in Singapore serve local as well as
international food. These restaurants are known for serving not only Mediterranean dishes, but also
serving Chinese, Italian, French, and Japanese etc. Halal restaurants Singapore are popular in terms of
any food cuisine. You can find lot of cheap restaurants in Singapore which serve tasty Mediterranean
food. These restaurants are also known as vegetarian restaurant in Singapore.
There are some top restaurants in Singapore which are delivered very nice Mediterranean cuisine in
Singapore. Qasr Grille & Mezze Bar, Fig & Olive Café, Mamounia Restaurant & Lounge, and 2:am Dessert
Bar are the top restaurants. Qasr grille & Mezze Bar is in Holland village in Singapore. It is a modern style
décor with the chill out ambience. Their staff is friendly and their food is so delicious. You can try
Hummes dip platter, Lebanese Omelete, and summer fest pizza. Fig & Olive Café serves normal
Mediterranean food which is really tasted natural. Their menu is filled with lots of dishes include the
grilled meats, kababs, sandwiches pastas and seafood. Fig & Olive Café is belongs to those café which
are affordable in price, but high in quality. Mamounia Restaurant & Lounge is recently open in Singapore
and it starts making its name in the list of top restaurants. Mamounia Restaurant & Lounge serves
delicious Middle Eastern cuisine and Turkish food. Their specialty is Chicken bas’tilla, Harissa Chicken
and Maghreb. 2:am Dessert Bar is located in Holland village, Singapore. They have very nice and
comfortable couches and they serve a verity of food which is delicious and their bar section serve the
lots of verity of champagne, cocktail, mocktail, beer, and whisky. These are the best Mediterranean
restaurants in Singapore.
The traditional Mediterranean style is giving the special importance to people to eat healthy food with
their families and friends. The way of cooking and eating the meal and cleaning up plates is something
which comes in this style. In this cuisine the food is made up naturals ingredients like a seafood of meat
which is cooked in steam or on a charcoal with the basic condiments like sea salt, chilly and vegetables.
As you know Singapore is surrounded with Sea, the hawker stall can cook delicious Mediterranean food
at very affordable price and healthy too. The only problem is in hawker stall there is a no place to sit and
while eating such a delicious food. Singapore offers a verity of foods in terms of culture, vegetarian, nonvegetarian, Mediterranean etc. Some local’s restaurants owners hire international chiefs for competing
against the other restaurants. Locals and tourist like Singapore because there you can find the delicious
and healthy food everywhere at affordable prices.

